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Spy House Museum

PORT MONMOUTH, Nl-The most haunted house along the Jersey shore is the Spy House
Museum, built around 1663 by Thomas Whitlock in Port Monmouth, New Jersey.The house is
considered to be the first house built on the Jersey shoreline. The house is probably haunted

because of its physical age as well as its colorful and violent history.
The haunted structure is a three story wooden house that has been
steadily renovated throughout the centuries. The Spy House's
colorful past spans three centuries and has been a private home, an
inn, a Revolutionary War gathering place for both the British
military and the colonists,a pirate's hangout, an occasional bordello
and also a museum. During the American Revolution the private
home was converted into an inn by the widow Seabrook to protect it
from being burned or destroyed by the British. The house's

Spy House Museum ·1992 nickname was appropriately earned during the Revolutionary War.
The Colonial spies watched the British leave their ships to come to the inn for supper and then
they would attack the undermanned ships anchored in the harbor.

The Spy House was on the brink of being torn down, when a retired concert singer, Gertrude
~ and her brother saved it. With her exuberance and pride in the history oftne Shtnih
Flai'borare<r Gertrude created a hands-on museum in the late 1960's. For years, school children
and groups of people enjoyed the museum along with the various outdoor activities that were
offered there. In October 1990, Jane Doherty started ghost tours at the museum to educate
people about the other side and to help generate revenue for the Spy House. The ghost tour's
became so popular that more tours were added each year to accommodate the crowds, but tours
were still sold out. On the brink of national fame the Spy House was featured in two nationally
distributed books, the television show Sightings, and had just been named in U.S. News & World
Reports as one of the three most haunted houses in America, when the board of trustees evicted
the curator and founder of the museum, Gertrude Neidlinger.

The board then stopped the ghost tours, changed the furniture, filled-in the original cellar with dirt
and shortened the museum hours to weekends because of lack of funds. The controversy ensued
from 1993 until a few days before Gertrude's death. The Spy House museum was a haunted
dwelling that people from all over the United States visited and enjoyed each year. Although no
one can enjoy the museum as it use to be, the lingering memories, stories and experiences will
always be remembered. lane Doherty first visited the Spy House while filming a television snow
on the paranormal.

She was there to psychically investigate the Spy House for ghost activity under the watchful eye of
Bill Roller, the skeptical host of a public interest program called In Your Interest on the Home
Network Shopping Channel. Although the T.V. crew did not visually encounter any ghosts in the
Spy House, lane's mother,experienced a ghostly sighting outside the house. Jane's mom described
a woman staring out to sea who didn't move the whole time. The woman was dressed in clothes
that Jane's mother had not seen in this life. The woman wore along black skirt with a red blouse
with billowy sleeves. Her hair was tied back with a big black bow and she wore a bonnet on her
head that was tied under her chin.

After describing the experience to the curator of the museum, Gertrude informed Jane that was
the spirit of Abigail who has been seen staring out to sea on numerous occasions. During the
investigation lane determined the presence of several spirits. In the downstairs room in the
original section of the house there was a spirit who routinely walked from the fireplace to another
section of the room seemingly tending to her chores, The woman spirit dressed in colonial garb
was part of the haunting phenomenon. She just kept doing her earthly chores oblivious to her new
spirit condition. Someone standing in her path could sometimes feel a chill as the colonial woman
walked in her path.

However the spirit from the colonial time period would never know you were in her way, because
she did not have a consciousness. She was caught in the other dimension redoing repetitively
what she last did before her death. Although the camer-a crew and host did not sense the spirit.
they did experience the dosing rods move as the spirit walked in her usual path. A rustling sound
attracted the crew's attention and a frightened gasp was now heard in the room. The TV host and
crew now frightened with the possibility of encountering a spirit focused the camera in the area of
the rustling sounds. There was a sigh of relief and a laugh as the spirit sounds were identified as a
mouse rustling some autumn decorations and not a ghost.

A stern-looking sea captain has been seen looking through a telescope pointed to the sea. He has
visibly materialized to several people throughout the years.A man named Roger, who partidpated
in a Revolutionary War re-enactment at the museum saw the captain dressed in his uniform in the
back uostairs bedroom. At first Rooer thouaht the fioure was a man oarticioatino in the re-
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enactment until the sea captain turned his head, frowned and then disappeared right in front of
his eyes. The Reverend William Wilson, who was a later owner of the house, has been seen
holding a ministers bible conducting a funeral service in the front bedroom.

Historical accounts revealed the Reverend Wilson's wife and mother-in-law died within ten days of
each other.The spirit of Abigail has been seen at the back upstairs window staring out to sea. She
reportedly waits for her husband to return. He was a sea captain who was lost at sea. At times
loud sobs have been heard coming from the bedroom. Many witnesses have seen her image and
people still wait at night in the parking lot in hopes of getting a glimpse of the spirit. Abigail is
probably the spirit that has visibly materialized the most. There is a spirit of a young boy named
Peter who has been seen wearing an English style shirt and knickers probably dating to the
1800's. Peter reportedly plays with buttons and is known to interfere with cameras by moving the
button to the off position just as a person tries to photograph a picture in the Spy House. Amateur
and professional photographers have experienced the phenomenon. The camera will not work
inside the house, but will function normally outside the house when away from the spirit energy.
Re-entering the energy of the house usually repeats the problem. The mechanical mal-function is
usually persistent until the photographer acknowledges the spirit presence in some way.

When the spirit is acknowledged, then it knows you are friendly and you are not there to test. If
you hear a banging or clanging sound around the old potbelly stove, it will probably be the spirit of
Tom. Some believe Tom is the spirit of Thomas Whltlock. A former owner of the house. Tom was
notorious for one bad habit, especially during and immediately following Jane's ghost tours. Tom
loved people so much he often left the Spy House to follow visitors to their homes. Some were
happy to have the other-worldly visitor and others were not so happy. During one of Jane's tours a
skeptical participant jokingly invited Tom to come home with them in order to prove the existence
of ghosts. The next morning Jane received a frantic call from the tour partidpant. Sleepless and
frightened he asked Jane for her help to release Tom from his house. John and his wife spent a
freezing cold night with blankets piled high on them despite the thermometer reading of 70
degrees. John saw a figure in the room that moved towards his bed, which triggered the ice-cold
feeling. Tom wouldn't leave despite their pleadings. Needless to say John's wife argued with him
all night for being so stupid for testing the supernatural.

Episodes like this went on regularly during the Halloween ghost tour crowds. There was always a
person who tested the paranormal who Tom enjoyed outsmarting. There was more spirit
manifestations during the tours because of the energy of the crowds. Spirits need energy to
manifest and during the crowded tours there was always an abundance of energy for an
opportunity for a spirit to manifest. There were reports of an 18th century gentleman who
manifested in a rather peculiar way. He liked women and let them know of his presence by
pinching them on their rear ends. Considering that the house on several occasions served as a
bordello, a male spirit interacting with female visitors was a common episode in this haunted
house. Penelope Stout who once resided at the Whitlock-Seabrook house has been seen as a
ghostly inhabitant on a number of occasions in the front bedroom. Penelope reportedly died
childless and has been seen holding a baby in her arms. Penelope is a spirit apparently with a
consciousness because she can interact with people who visit the house.

During a ghost tour at the Spy House a participant came with a baby in her arms. Startled, she
screamed when she felt forces lift the baby out of her arms. She described the encounter as if a
ghost were holding it - although the baby was still in her arms The most infamous of the spirits
known to haunt the Spy House is Robert, a pirate who was Captain Morgan's first mate. Jane first
encountered Robert during a trance state. A New Jersey newspaper reporter was present to
witness the spirit communication for a newspaper article in the Asbury Park Press. Much to Jane's
and the group's surprise who were there to witness the event Robert spoke through Jane and
revealed there were underground tunnels, buried treasure and other pirate loot at the Spy House.

An archeological dig was planned after sonar readings conducted by Rutgers university revealed
data indicating the possibility of tunnels. The dig was abandoned after tests indicated the water
table and ecological surface could not withstand the digging without ground collapse. Witnesses
reported to Jane that there were a number of old sterling silver dining pieces recovered by local
resrdents from the banks of the Spy House throughout the years. This is a mystery that will never
be solved. A video of the investigation and cellar where the possible pirate tunnels exist has been
filmed and is available for purchase.

htlp:llwww.janedoherty.comlghost_spyhouse.htm
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Relationship Chart 26 October 2010

u
moMAS Whitlock

(1623-1703)
Susannah SroCK

(1624-)
Married about 1640

"" r;:

.-l

JOHN Whitlock
(1650-1726)

Mary UNKNOWN
(-)

r

.-l t
JOHN WhitlockJr.

(1700-)
Elizabeth

(-)
Married 1736

'q r

L

JAMES Whitlock
(1742-1802)

Jane Mersereau
(-1767)

Married 1763
'"' r

...J u,

MOSES Whitlock
(1763-1828)

Catherine VAN BARKELO
(-)

"" r;:
;.~. ~

.-l u
DANIEL Whitlock

(1789-1865)
AnneCombsDA~ON

(1799-1879)
Married 4 February 1818

'-. r;:

seventh great grandparents

sixth great grandparents

fifth great grandparents

fourth great grandparents

third great grandparents

second great grandparents
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Relationship Chart

I
26 October 2010

ROBERTDAVISONWhitlock
(1821-1895)

Mary N. Nevius
(1822-1905)

Married 20 September 1842
great grandparents

~~================r===============~~

I
11,

ROBERTDAVISONWhitlockJr.
(1859-1932)

Margaret Annie DAVISON
(1859-1933)

Married 17 May 1882
grandparents

I
ALVINR Whitlock

(1892-1964 )
Mable Irene KYLE

(1894-1971)
Married 12 June 1920

parents

I
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WILLIAM KYLE Whitlock
(1928-)
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Grave Search Results
Records1 to 3 (of 3 total matches)

Middletown Baptist Church ...
Middletown

Monmouth County
New Jersey, USA

Middletown Baptist Church ...
Middletown

Monmouth County
New Jersey, USA '--------'

Middletown Baptist Church ...
Middletown

Monmouth County
New Jersey, USA

••• Search for "Whitlock" at Ancestry.com •••
Whitlock. Mary Seabrook
b. 1650 d. 1735b

Whitlock, Susannah Stock
b. 1624 d. 1675

Whitlock, Thomas m:riff;!·
b. 1523 d. Nov. 11, 1703 J.

-+ Search for "Whitlock" at Ancestry.com •••
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Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead - The Spy House
.c. POSfED BY GHOST WRlTER

Haunted Hills
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Shipping, Hunt Ghosts Today.
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Haunted Ghost Tours
Tours / Overnight Ghost Hunts at haunted
historic Hales Bar Dam
WWltJ. ha lesbarmanna .com
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Most Haunted Place in
America: The Whitlock
Seabrook Wilson
Homestead
The Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead, known also
as "The Spy House" was built as a one room cabin in
Port Monmouth, New Jersey in 1648. Through the
following years there would be quite a bit of remodeling
and adding on and by 1703 it was completed and this
would be the house that Seabrook's mother lived in until

her death, and has remained in the family for over 250 years.

During the revolutionary war, the British believed the Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead was being
used as a "spy house" to watch British ships pull into port and then attack while they were empty. After
many attempts to destroy the homestead by the British they finally realized that this was not the house that
was being used for spies but instead the Gerrett's Hill was where the spying was coming from.

There were also said to be pirates that used the underground tunnels to transport their treasure or
prisoners back and forth from their hideouts to their ships. And there are those who say that they can still
hear those same pirates rattling chains and clunking around in those tunnels, making a heck of a noise for
the living.

A reverend who while alive would practice satanic and deranged occult rituals is noted to still hang around
"the spy house" you can feel a 'unwelcome presence' while he is visiting the house from the after life.

There is also said to be a ghost of a pirate captain who actually died in the Caribbean, who hid a family in
the basement of the house for ransom, and then when the ransom was never received he raped the women
and then murdered the entire family.

There is a woman seen coming dOV.~1the attic stairs to go to what is now knOV."1as the "blue room" and the
"white room". She will pass through these rooms and then stops at what appears to be a crib or cradle
straightens a blanket and then disappears. There is also a room that houses a sewing machine of that era,
and there have been witnesses that the sewing machine will open, and it will start sewing without any
living person touching the foot trundle. On the first floor in a front parlor, there is a man seen in a top hat
and full beard who will appear and then just as quickly disappear. A woman by the name of AbigaiJ is seen
looking out tile window waiting for her husband to return from sea. A young boy named Peter is
sometimes seen with her, he is presumed to be her child.

There have been many sightings of ghostly children playing around in the house or running around the
grounds. Some of these children hold a connection to the house, but the vast majority does not have any
connection what so ever with "Spy House". This house has had the usual cold spots, the strong scent of
pipe tobacco, breezes sweeping through the hallways without any doors or windows open, the feeling of
foreboding like there is evil around you or that there is someone that does not want you there.

Because of the people who lived here in a war time era, there are plenty of spirits not mentioned who linger
about the house and grounds. I believe that the house is now a museum, and you can tour the place with all
employee and see what you can see. With this much paranormal activity is it any wonder why it is one of
the most haunted houses in America?

a') Like 11 Be the first of your friends to like this.

http://www.ghosteyes.comlwhitlock-seabrook-wilson-homestead-spy-house
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Thomas Whitlock
Memorial L P.t:'.otos. I Flowers

Learn about removing the ads from this memoriaL ..

Added by: Carol

Cemetery Photo
Added by: Kat

Enter your name to star! your discovery.

Birth: 1623
Salisbury
Wiltshire, England
Nov. 11, 1703
Middletown
Monmouth County
New Jersey, USA

Thomas emigrated to the US in 1641. He was
an early settler of Gravesend and Westchester
NY and later a resident of Middletown NJ. His
first wife was Susannah Stock. After her death
he married Widow, of Thomas Seabrook, Mary
Seabrook. Somewhere along the way the last
name changed from Whitelock to Whitlock. In
December 1663. Thomas was a member of the
Gravesend NY (now Brooklyn) scouting
expedition to Naversing (Naversink) region
later Monmouth County, NJ who in defiance of
the Dutch, intended to buy and settle theron.
Children of Thomas and Susannah Stock
Whitlock are:
Thomas Whitlock born abt 1646 in Monmouth
Co. NJ
William Whitlock Sr. born abt 1648 in
Monmouth Co. NJ. He died in Cape May County
abt 1707 - He married Katherine Dorsett born
abt 1652 in NJ. They were married in
Gravesend, Kings County, NY abt 1669.
(William Whitlock Jr. born in NY abt 1791 died
1875. William Jr was Prominent as a ship
owner and ship master. William Jr received a
fair education and in 1812 entered the
shipping business and soon created a large
trade. At one time he ranked among the
largest individual owners of ocean tonnage in
the U.S. He did not have the control of a large
a number of vessels as some others but owned
most of his ships entirely. In 1825 he
established a line of packet ships between NY
and Havre, which flourished until the beginning
of the Civil War. William Jr exported cotten
extensively and impored East India goods. He
was a Director of the Bank of America. He
retired in 1872. In 1818 he married Eliza H.
Scott of Catskill NY and had one son and four
daughters. For many years he served as
treasurer of St. George's Church and a officer
of the American Bible Society.
John Whitlock born abt 1650 in Monmouth Co.
NJ -Married Mary
Susannah Whitlock born abt 1652 in
Monmouth Co, NJ - Married John Pew
Abigail Whitlock born abt 1654 in Monmouth
COj NJ
Rebecca Whitlock born abt 1656 in Monmouth
Co, NJ
Sarah Whitlock born abt 1658 in Monmouth
Co, NJ
Thomas Whitlock Sr. built the first smaller
section of a home, the Seabrook family
extended the home after his death, which still
stands today at Bayshore Waterfront ParI<in
Port Monmouth (Shoal Harbor) Monmouth

Death:

Aclcl ~ photo d:.
fot fhj~ pCH!on ••

Photos may be scaled.
Click on image for full size.

My Great Grandfather (8 times
removed)

·'~;';i)- Carol Whitlock Podolski
\ ...::..::j-' Added: Feb. 15, 2010

- Sue McDuffe:)
Added: Jan. 27, 2010

t§; L()lI~1i fiOllleH!:r I.lhQ Q note \;

httn· //www_findallraVe.com/cgi-binlfg.cgi ?page=gr&GSln= Whitlock&GScid= 1536976& ...

Edit I
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Thomas Whitlock (1623 - 1703) - Find A Grave Memorial

County, NJ. It is known as Spy House or the
Sea brook Wilson Home and can be researched
on the internet. One of the oldest homes in the
State and considered to be one of the most
haunted in the country. Monmouth County
Park System owns the home now and recently
renovated it so it can be used for public
meetings. Sadly, the renovation took away the
charm and beauty of the old home some might
say. UPDATE: 10/23/2010 THE RENOVATED
HOME HAS SIGNS AROUND THE PROPERlY
WITH THE HISTORY OF THE HOUSE BUT ALL
MENTION, INCLUDING THE SIGN IN THE
PICTURE ABOVE WHICH STOOD IN FRONT OF
THE ORIGINAL HOME, OF THOMAS
WHITLOCK'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE HOUSE
HAS BEEN REMOVED,WHICH IS UPSETTING,
THANKS TO THE MONMOUTH COUNlY PARKS
SYSTEM WITH WHAT IS PRESUMED TO BE THE
COOPERATION OF THE HISTORICAL PEOPLE.
THE HOUSE HAS IT'S OWN FACEBOOK PAGE
WHERE IT IS REFERRED TO AS THE WHITLOCK
SEABROOK WILSON HOME.

Family links:
Parents:
William Whitlock (1604 - __ )

Children:
Susannah Whitlock Pew (1652 - 1760)*

Spouses:
Mary Seabrook Whitlock (1650 - 1735)
Susannah Stock Whitlock (1624 - 1675)*

• Point here for explanation

Note: Church est in 1688. Merged with United
Church of Christ in 1963 to form Old First
Church. Oldest Baptist Church in NJ and 10th
oldest in the country. Thomas Whitlock , one of
12 men and 24 associates, were Founding
members of the church.

Burial:
Middletown Baptist Churchyard
Middletown
Monmouth County
New Jersey, USA

Edit Virtual Cemetery info [1]

Maintained by: Carol
Originally Created by: Sue McDuffe:)
Record added: Jan 27, 2010
Find A Grave Memorial# 47194096

Accuracy and Copyright Disclaimer

htt.-.•.//umrur finollurave.comlcgi-binlfg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=Whitlock&GScid= 1536976&... 11110/2010
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Shoal Harbor - First known as Strawberry Hill. Home of Thomas
Whitlock, the first permanent settler of record in New Jersey
under British rule, who scouted the land in 1663. Shoal Harbor
was an early sailing port and center for fishing and agriculture.

Added by: Carol
2/15/2010

Accuracy and Copyright Disclaimer

httn: //www.findagrave.com/cgi-hinlfg.cgi?page=pv&GRid=47194096
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(Seabrook-Wilson House)

Listed on the New lersey and National Registers of Historic Places, the
Seabrook-Wilson House is one of the oldest surviving houses in the
Bayshore. Daniel or lames Seabrook built the oldest section of this
house by about 1720, and over the years the house was expanded to
its present size through a series of additions. Five generations of
Seabrook's farmed the "plantation" at Shoal Harbor. In 1855 this
became the home of William V. Wilson -preacher, farmer, and investor
in steamboat companies - who lived here with his wife Mary Seabrook
and their family until the 1890s.

For many years the house stood almost alone, surrounded by a farm of
several hundred acres and salt marsh. With the development of
steamboat service and the rallroads in the mid-1800s, the Bay Shore
landscape was transformed, and the village of Port Monmouth grew up
around the steamboat pier and commercial fishing. The old farmhouse
became an inn for summer tourists.

By 1967, after almost 50 years as an inn and tavern, the building had
become severely dilapidated. At the urging of local residents, the
Township of Middletown purchased the Bayshore landmark and saved
it from destruction. It was a local history museum called the Spy
House until the Township transferred the property to the Monmouth
County Park System in 1998 and it became part of Bayshore
Waterfront Park.

The Monmouth County Park System restored the Seabrook-Wilson
House in 2009, which was funded in part by a grant from the Garden
State Historic Preservation Trust Fund. The building now serves as the
Bayshore Waterfront Park Activity Center, where its primary function
will be for Park System nature and history programs. The first floor
includes a reception area, program room, exhibit areas, and a
restroom. Exhibits are under development and will be installed over
the next two years.

For more information email info@monmouthcountyparks.com
For information regarding other parks &. facilities of the

Monmouth County park System
www.monmouthcountyparks.com

(732) 842-4000

1/21/10
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"Haunted Spyhouse (Seabrook Wilson House) \ Flickr - Photo Sharing!
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Haunted Spyhouse (Seabrook Wilson House)
I just took this tonight (Camera handheld and no flash, taken around 9:00 PM) July the 4TH, while the
fireworks were kicking and everyone was looking the other way (you can see some people at the end of a
pier looking at the fireworKs in the opposite direction, right side of the photo), I decided to turn the camera
the other way. It was a nice balmy night, though it got a little chilly later. The Moon was vivid but hazy as it
basked the waters through the night.
Seabrook Wilson House, also called the Haunted Spyhouse notorious for it's ghostly sightings is visible in
the center of this photo ....

All of the following text was taken from Psychic Jane Doherty's website:

Spy House Museum ...
PORT MONMOVTH, NJ-The most haunted house along the Jersey shore is the Spy House Museum,
built around 1663 by Thomas 'Mlitlock in Port Monmouth, New Jersey.The house is considered to be the
first house built on the Jersey shoreline.

Spy House Museum, 1992
The house is probably haunted because of its physical age as well as its colorful and violent history. The
haunted structure is a three story wooden house that has been steadily renovated throughout the
centuries. The Spy House's colorful past spans three centuries and has been a private home, an inn, a
Revolutionary War gathering place for both the British military and the colonists,a pirate's hangout, an
occasional bordello and also a museum. During the American Revolution the private home was converted
into an inn by the widow Sea brook to protect it from being burned or destroyed by the Brrtish. The house's
nickname was appropriately earned during the Revolutionary War. The Colonial spies watched the British
leave their ships to come to the inn for supper and then they would attack the undermanned ships
anchored in the harbor.

The Spy House was on the brink of being torn down, when a retired concert singer, Gertrude Neidlinger
and her brother saved it. With her exuberance and pride in the history of the Shoal Harbor area Gertrude
created a hands-on museum in the late 1960's. For years, school children and groups of people enjoyed
the museum along with the various outdoor activities that were offered there. In October 1990, Jane
Doherty started ghost tours at the museum to educate people about the other side and to help generate
revenue for the Spy House. The ghost tour's became so popular that more tours were added each year to
accommodate the crowds, but tours were still sold out. On the brink of national fame the Spy House was
featured in two nationally distributed books, the television show Sightings, and had just been named in
V.S. News & World Reports as one of the three most haunted houses in America, when the board of
trustees evicted the curator and founder of the museum, Gertrude Neidlinger.

The board then stopped the ghost tours, changed the furniture, filled-in the original cellar with dirt and
shortened the museum hours to weekends because of lack of funds. The controversy ensued from 1993
until a few days before Gertrude's death. The Spy House museum was a haunted dwelling that people
from all over the United States visited and enjoyed each year. Although no one can enjoy the museum as
it use to be, the lingering memories, stories and experiences will atways be remembered. Jane Doherty
first visited the Spy House while filming a television show on the paranormal.

She was there to psychically investigate the Spy House for ghost activity under the watchful eye of Bill
ROller, the sKeptical host of a public interest program called In Your Interest on the Home Network
Shopping Channel. Although the TV crew did not visually encounter any ghosts in the Spy House,
Jane's mother,experienced a ghostly sighting outside the house. Jane's mom described a woman staring
out to sea who didn't move the whole time. The woman was dressed in clothes that Jane's mother had
not seen in this life. The woman wore along black skirt with a red blouse with billowy sleeves. Her hair
was tied back with a big black bow and she wore a bonnet on her head that was tied under her chin.

After describing the experience to the curator of the museum, Gertrude infonmed Jane that was the spirit
of Abigail who has been seen staring out to sea on numerous occasions. During the investigation Jane
detenmined the presence of several spirtts. In the downstairs room in the original section of the house
there was a spirit who routinely walked from the fireplace to another section of the room seemingly
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tending to her chores. The woman spirit dressed in colonial garb was part of the haunting phenomenon.
She just kept doing her earthly chores oblivious to her new spirit condition. Someone standing in her path
could sometimes feel a chill as the colonial woman walked in her path.

However the spirit from the colonial time period would never know you were in her way, because she did
not have a consciousness. She was caught in the other dimension redoing repetitively what she last did
before her death. Although the camera crew and host did not sense the spirit, they did experience the
dosing rods move as the spirit walked in her usual path. A rustling sound attracted the crew's attention
and a frightened gasp was now heard in the room. The TV host and crew now frightened w~h the
possibility of encountering a spirit focused the camera in the area of the rustling sounds. There was a sigh
of relief and a laugh as the spir~ sounds were identified as a mouse rustling some autumn decorations
and not a ghost.

A stem-looking sea captain has been seen looking through a telescope painted to the sea. He has visibly
materialized to several people throughout the years.A man named Roger, who participated in a
Revolutionary War re-enactment at the museum saw the captain dressed in his unitorm in the back
upstairs bedroom. At first Roger thought the figure was a man participating in the re-enactment until the
sea captain tumed his head, frowned and then disappeared right in front of his eyes. The Reverend
William Wilson, who was a later owner of the house, has been seen holding a minister's bible conducting
a funeral service in the front bedroom.

Historical accounts revealed the Reverend Wilson's wife and mother-in-law died within ten days of each
other.The spirit of Abigail has been seen at the back upstairs window staring out to sea. She reportedly
waits for her husband to return. He was a sea captain who was lost at sea. At times loud sobs have been
heard coming from the bedroom. Many witnesses have seen her image and people still wait at night in the
parking lot in hopes of getting a glimpse of the spirit. Abigail is probably the spirit that has visibly
materialized the most. There is a spirit of a young boy named Peter who has been seen wearing an
English style shirt and knickers probably dating to the 1800's. Peter reportedly plays with buttons and is
known to inteliere with cameras by moving the button to the off position just as a person tries to
photograph a picture in the Spy House. Amateur and professional photographers have experienced the
phenomenon. The camera will not work inside the house, but will function normally outside the house
when away from the spirit energy. Re-entering the energy of the house usually repeats the problem. The
mechanical mal-function is usually persistent until the photographer acknowledges the spirit presence in
some way.

V\lhen the spirit is acknowledged, then it knows you are friendly and you are not there to test. If you hear a
banging or clanging sound around the old potbelly stove, it will probably be the spirit of Tom. Some
believe Tom is the spirit of Thomas Whitlock. A former owner ofthe house. Tom was notorious for one
bad habit, especially during and immediately following Jane's ghost tours. Tom loved people so much he
often left the Spy House to follow visitors to their homes. Some were happy to have the other-worldly
visitor and others were not so happy. During one of Jane's tours a skeptical participant jokingly invited
Tom to come home with them in order to prove the existence of ghosts. The next morning Jane received
a frantic call from the tour participant. Sleepless and frightened he asked Jane for her help to release Tom
from his house. John and his wife spent a freezing cold night with blankels piled high on them despite the
thermometer reading of 70 degrees. John saw a figure in the room that moved towards his bed, which
triggered the ice-cold feeling. Tom wouldn't leave despite their pleadings. Needless to say John's wife
argued with him all night for being so stupid for testing the supernatural.

Episodes like this went on regularly during the Halloween ghost tour crowds. There was always a person
who tested the paranormal who Tom enjoyed outsmarting. There was more spirit manifestalions during
the tours because of the energy of the crowds. Spirits need energy to manifest and during the crowded
tours there was always an abundance of energy for an opportunity for a spirit to manifest.There were
reports of an 18th century gentleman who manitested in a rather peculiar way. He liked women and let
them know of his presence by pinching them on their rear ends. Considering that the house on several
occasions served as a oorueuo, a male spirn interacting with female visitors was a common episode in
this haunted house. Penelope Stout who once resided at the Whitlock-Seabrook house has been seen as
a ghostly inhabitant on a number of occasions in the front bedroom. Penelope reportedly died childless
and has been seen holding a baby in her arms. Penelope is a spirit apparently with a consciousness
because she can interact with people who visit the house.

During a ghost tour at the Spy House a participant came with a baby in her arms. Startled, she screamed
when she felt forces lift the baby out of her arms. She described the encounter as if a ghost were holding
it - although the baby was still in her arms The most infamous of the spirits known to haunt the Spy
House is Robert, a pirate who was Captain Morgan's first mate. Jane first encountered Robert during a
trance state. A New Jersey newspaper reporter was present to witness the spir~ communication for a
newspaper article in the Asbury Park Press. Much to Jane's and Ihe group's surprise who were there to
witness the event Robert spoke through Jane and revealed there were underground tunnels, buried
treasure and other pirate loot at the Spy House.

An archeological dig was planned after sonar readings conducted by Rutgers University revealed data
indicating the possibility of tunnels. The dig was abandoned after tests indicated the water table and
ecological surface could not withstand the digging without ground collapse. Witnesses reported to Jane
that there were a number of old sterling silver dining pieces recovered by local residents from the banks
of the Spy House throughout the years. This is a mystery that will never be solved. A video of the
investigation and cellar where the possible pirate tunnels exist has been filmed and is available for
purchase.
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Most Haunted Place in
America: The Whitlock
Seabrook Wilson
Homestead
The Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead, known also
as "The Spy House" was built as a one room cabin in
Port Monmouth, New Jersey in 1648. Through the
following years there would be quite a bit of remodeling
and adding on and by 1703 it was completed and this
would be the house that Seabrook's mother lived in until

her death, and has remained in the family for over 250 years.

During the revolutionary war, the British believed the Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead was being
used as a "spy house" to watch British ships pull into port and then attack while they were empty. After
many attempts to destroy the homestead by the British they finally realized that this was not the house that
was being used for spies but instead the Gerrett's Hill was where the spying was coming from.

There were also said to be pirates that used the underground tunnels to transport their treasure or
prisoners back and forth from their hideouts to their ships. And there are those who say that they can still
hear those same pirates rattling chains and clunking around in those tunnels, making a heck of a noise for
the living.

A reverend who while alive would practice satanic and deranged occult rituals is noted to still hang around
"the spy house" you can feel a 'unwelcome presence' while he is visiting the house from the after life.

There is also said to be a ghost of a pirate captain who actually died in the Caribbean, who hid a family in
the basement of the house for ransom, and then when the ransom was never received he raped the women
and then murdered the entire family.

There is a woman seen coming down the attic stairs to go to what is now known as the "blue room" and the
"white room". She will pass through these rooms and then stops at what appears to be a crib or cradle
straightens a blanket and then disappears. There is also a room that houses a sewing machine of that era,
and there have been witnesses that the sewing machine will open, and it ,,~11start sewing without any
living person tonching the foot trundle. On the first floor in a front parlor, there is a man seen in a top hat
and full beard who will appear and then just as quickly disappear. A woman by the name of Abigail is seen
looking out the window waiting for her husband to return from sea. A young boy named Peter is
sometimes seen with her, he is presumed to be her child.

There have been many sightings of ghostly children playing around in the house or running around the
gronnds. Some of these children hold a connection to the house, but the vast majority does not have any
connection what so ever with "Spy House". This house has had the usual cold spots, the strong scent of
pipe tobacco, breezes sweeping through the hallways without any doors or windows open, the feeling of
foreboding like there is evil around you or that there is someone that does not want you there.

Because of the people who lived here in a war time era, there are plenty of spirits not mentioned who linger
about the house and grounds. Ibelieve that the house is now a museum, and you call tour the place with all

employee and see what you can see. With this much paranormal activity is it any wonder why it is one of
the most haunted houses in America?
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Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead - The Spy
House, Ghost Eyes
The Whitlock Seabrook Wilson Homestead, known also as The Spy
House was built as a long thriller live chalet in Port Monmouth, New
Jersey in 1648. Through the following years there would be certainly a
pull the wool over someone's eyes down of remodeling and adding on
and one-time 1703 it was completed and this would be the company
that Seabrook's Keep agreed lived in until her liquidation, and has
remained in the origin in the direction of on 250 years.
During the criminal fighting, the British believed the Whitlock
Seabrook Wilson Homestead was being utilized as a spy house to see
British ships pick into mooring and then inveigh against while they
were sans.
There were also said to be pirates that utilized the surreptitious
tunnels to conveyance their valuables or prisoners side with and forth
from their hideouts to their ships. After scads attempts to wipe in
default the homestead one-time the British they lastly realized that
this was not the company that was being utilized in the direction of
spies but in lieu of the Gerrett's Hill was where the intelligence was
coming from.

I

I

I
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And there are those who disclose that they can silent condone those in
irritate of pirates rattling chains and clunking enclosing in those
tunnels, making a heck of a spread in the direction of the living.
There is also said to be a ghost of a lift captain who in appropriateness
of actually died in the Caribbean, who hid a origin in the basement of
the company in the direction of payout, and then when the payout was
not in any system received he raped the women and then murdered
the uncut origin.
A reverend who while human would habit fiendish and meshuga
cabalism rituals is famous to silent curb up enclosing the foreign agent
house you can intuit a 'unwelcome presence' while he is visiting the
company from the after flavour.
There is a trouble seen coming down the attic stairs to brook to what
is instant known as the blue room and the white room.

There is also a live that houses a sewing individual of that times, and
there persuade been witnesses that the sewing individual choice mixed
up, and it choice start sewing without any living ourselves tender the
foot trundle. She choice pass answerable to the aegis these rooms and
then stops at what appears to be a crib or cradle straightens a blanket
and then disappears. On the beat best in a air parlor, there is a
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government woman seen in a best hat and uncut beard who choice
show up and then condign as speedily die in default. A unsophisticated
youngster named Peter is then seen with her, he is presumed to be
her circle urchin. A trouble one-time the esteem of Abigail is seen
looking in default the window waiting in the direction of her
bridegroom to receipts from bounding main.
There persuade been scads sightings of phantasmal children playing
enclosing in the company or ceaseless enclosing the grounds.

This company has had the accustomed unoriginal spots, the firm find
out of conveyor tobacco, breezes blanket answerable to the aegis the
hallways without any doors or windows mixed up, the emotional of
apprehension like there is deviltry enclosing you or that there is
someone that does not paucity you there. Some of these children curb
a linking to the company, but the tremendous more than half does not
persuade any linking what so by any chance with Spy House.
Because of the people who lived here in a fighting perpetually times,
there are abundance of spirits not mentioned who linger pull the wool
over someone's eyes the company and grounds.

I pull the wool over someone's eyes it that the company is instant a
museum, and you can perambulation the locale with an wage-earner
and appreciate what you can appreciate.

~ Partager ce billet

This entry was posted on Dirnancne, juillet 5th, 2009 at 8:42 and is filed under Non
classe. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed.
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he first house on this site in Port Monmouth, New
ersey was built by Thomas Whitlock between 1664 and

1668, although the oldest part of the extant house
probably dates to the early 18th century. The Seabrook-
Wilson House, known locally (but inaccurately) as the
"Spy House," is considered the first house built on the
Jersey shoreline.

Thomas Whitlock, who built the original house, was "the
first permanent settler of record in New Jersey under
British rule, who scouted the land in 1663. "(1) First
known as Strawberry Hill, the house was later called
Shoal Harbor; today it is known officially as the
Seabrook-Wilson House.

(Jamie Kline, Spring 2005)

(1) Historic marker in front of house. (Sign installed by
The Junior Women's Club of Middletown in 1976.

Seabrook-Willson House, originally 1664-1668, Shoal
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Sign outside the house placed there by The Junior
Women's Club of Middletown in 1976. Photo source:

MidnightSociety.com (see link below).

The Seabrook-Wilson House is a shingled structure with
four fireplaces. It once had a cellar but over the years
that was filled in. The house has two full stories and an
attic for storage. Modernization has brought running
water and electricity.

Shoal Harbor was an early center for fishing and
agriculture in New Jersey. The property is now a park,
where visitors can picnic or fish from the pier located
behind the house. The building itself is maintained as a
folk museum and learning center, educating visitors
about the history of farming and fishing in the Bayshore
region.(l)

(Jamie Kline)

(1) MaierAssociates.com (see link below).
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The story of the Whitlock Seabrook-Wilson Homestead.

The Whitlock Seabrook Wilson homestead can be found in Port
Monmouth, New Jersey. Many people know this home as the
name of the Spy House; however, this was not the home that
was used to spy on the British Navy, as they believed.

The homestead was a small one-room cabin in 1648 and
throughout history was remodeled and more rooms were
added. Today, you can visit the homestead, which is called the
Spy House Museum and has exhibits of the history and
heritage of the Bay Shore area.

However, you may be surprised when you go for a tour if you
are not ready to see a ghost and experience some strange
occurrences. On the second floor a lady, dressed in white,
comes down the stairs from the attic and walks in the rooms
known as the Blue and White rooms. She will lean over a crib
and seem to be straightening something. Some believe it is a
quilt that she is moving about. She will then turn and
disappear.

In 1975, during a tour in this room, the sewing machine opened
and began to sew without anyone in the room touching the foot
treadle.

Other visitors have seen a man on the first floor in the front
vestibule in a top hat with a full beard.

You can visit the museum at 119 Port Monmouth Road and see
what ghost appear while you are there.
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Ref THE WHITLOCK SEABROOK WILSON HOME IN Port Monmouth, NJ

The home was recently renovated and all reference to Thomas Whitlock, as the builder of at least the
first section of the house and as a major historical figure in Monmouth County, was left off the new
signs placed around the house including the sign that once stood in front of the non renovated home.
Why has any reference to Thomas Whitlock and his contribution to the house been removed. My
Great Grandfather Thomas Whitlock (8 times removed) deserves to be acknowledged in public for his
efforts.

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and may be a
confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged and confidential
and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient,
please be aware that any dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us
by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies,
Inc. reserves the right, subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content
of any electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.
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FW:
10126120102:22:33 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time
Carol Podolski@mcgraw-hill.com
wkwhit@aol.com

I'm at work right now. Did see the email you sent me. Will look into that site when I get home
but in the meantime I sent this

Email to the Monmouth County Historical Association. Want to see what their explanation
is? Hopefully the person you wrote to in Middletown will also have some answers.

Carol
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Monmouth County Historical Associ
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